
Content

How to connect the portfolio to the enterprise
How to maintain portfolio vision and roadmap
How to establish Lean budgets and guardrails
How to create portfolio flow
How to plan dynamically and be flexible enough to adjust initiatives and budgets as the market
changes
Guidance and tools to work effectively in remote environments with distributed teams
Connect portfolio strategy and initiatives to the planning and execution of work
Integrate feedback from participatory budgeting
Adapt to change while maintaining your funding vision and roadmap

Key Learnings

Connecting strategy to execution
Managing flow and solving perpetual overload
Funding and govering dynamically
Learning, how Lean Portfolio Management fits into SAFe

Target audience

This course is aimed at executives, project management officers (PMOs), product and solution
managers, RTEs as well as enterprise architects.

Requirements

There are no prerequisites for this course. We recommend first experiences with SAFe analogue to the
following course:

Leading SAFe 6.0 («LDSAFE»)

Certification

After participating in the Lean Portfolio Management course, you get access to the exam. The login is
valid for 30 days. Upon passing the exam, the participant will receive the «SAFe® Lean Portfolio
Manager» certificate from the Scaled Agile Academy.

Exam format: Web-based, closed book, no outside assistance, questions: 45 (multiple choice), pass
rate: 32 out of 45 (71%), duration: 90 minutes, Language: English

Additional information

Trainings in German and English are conducted by our training partner AgileMinds.

SAFe 6.0 Lean Portfolio Management («LPM»)
With a Lean Portfolio Management (LPM) approach, you can collaborate across silos, empower
teams, and organize around value to adapt to what customers want, faster.

Duration: 2 days
Price: 2'450.– 
Course documents: Original courseware in English (digital)
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Trainings in French are conducted by our partner Ahead Technology.

Any questions?

We are happy to advise you on +41 44 447 21 21 or info@digicomp.ch. You can
find detailed information about dates on www.digicomp.ch/courses-service-
project-management/safe/course-safe-6-0-lean-portfolio-management
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